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Active Shooter

n Active Shooter attack is a horrific event with the potential for mass
casualties. Leaders and the capabilities they establish are ultimately
the thin, bright line between the people in their charge and a suicidal mass
murderer. Flynt Group equips our clients with tailored Active Shooter
protection programs that protect personnel and mitigate an attack’s impact
on the organization. We design comprehensive programs that reduce the
risk of an attack, protect employees, mitigate costs, and safeguard the
organization’s personnel, operations, and reputation. Our multi-disciplinary
experts provide relevant, Actionable Knowledge® that assists leaders in
fulfilling their responsibilities to employees and stakeholders. We will
support you in developing your Active Shooter protection program with
pragmatic solutions that protect life, operations, and reputation.
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Standards Based Services and
Knowledge Products
Flynt Group’s services exceed internationally
recognized standards and industr y best
practices. Our commitment to standards
delivers quality.
 ISO 31000
 ANSI / ASIS PAP.1-2012
 NIJ 0108.01
 UFC 4-010-01
 UL 294
 UL 752

Active Shooter Protection Frameworks
Flynt Group will assess your situation and design
tailored measures that fit your requirements. We
deliver programmatic and operational frameworks
establishing a program that is right for you. This
approach assists you in preparing for an attack,
equips you to mitigate it, and supports your
recovery efforts.

Operational

ACTIONABLE KNOWLEDGE®

Programmatic

ACTIVE SHOOTER SERVICES
SECURITY and VULNERABILITY ASSESSMENTS
 Tailored to your organization’s requirements
 Comprehensive, standards-based, with actionable
recommendations
CRISIS MANAGEMENT PLANNING and SERVICES
 Protection and accountability of personnel
 Rigorous, detailed contingency measures
TRAINING and EXERCISES
 Security Officer training, including Special Response Teams
 Targeted executive and employee training
 Realistic, relevant, scenario-based exercises that train
procedures and validate plans
TECHNICAL ADVISORY SERVICES
 Enhanced notification and security technologies
 Standards-based technical design
INCIDENT RECOVERY
 Best practices investigation
 Lessons learned documentation
 Expert witness testimony
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Flynt Group’s mission is to equip our clients with Actionable Knowledge® to wisely
manage their risk positions and achieve their goals across a broad spectrum of hazards
and threats. We support you with tailored, multidisciplinary teams that are dedicated
and responsive in assisting you achieve your goals, regardless of the challenges
you face. Our exper t professionals are highly experienced in corporate
governance, enterprise risk management, corporate security, homeland security,
special operations, and intelligence.
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Active Shooters can strike anywhere:
 Shopping Malls (Portland, OR 2012)
 Theaters (Aurora, CO 2012)
 Schools (Newtown, CT 2012)
 Cafes (Seattle, WA 2012)
 Hotels (Williamsburg, VA 2011)
 Nursing Homes (Carthage, NC 2009)
 Offices (Fort Hood, TX 2009)
 Churches (Colorado Springs, CO 2007)

Flynt Group adheres to the Unified Framework of Professional Ethics for Security Professionals
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ACTIVE SHOOTER VENUES
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P.O Box 20111, Kansas City, MO USA 64195
877.FLYNTGP
info@FlyntGroup.com
www.FlyntGroup.com
Flynt Group is a Service Disabled Veteran Owned Small Business

